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Editor’s Note

PHOTO: MANIA MAGAZINE
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This month as we turn 1, we reflect over the past year and there is indeed a lot to be
grateful for. Having a wonderful team, committed contributors and of course, you,
our readers has made this journey memorable and fun. Not without sleepless nights,
endless cups of coffee and times when we wanted to call it quits, nevertheless, we
are happy to celebrate this milestone with you.
This edition is testament to the vision we have for ourselves — to deliver quality and entertaining film journalism
with an emphasis on Nollywood and Africa’s film industry. On our special anniversary double cover we have two
women who are not just pace setters but trailblazers.
Destiny Ekaragha, an award winning director shares her inspirational story as a black female filmmaker in the UK.
(p. 14). Her latest work Gone Too Far! is a must-see! Featuring Nigerian actor O.C. Ukeje and a host of others, it is a
London film that would make you laugh but also reflect on the socio-cultural issues faced by black families living in
the Diaspora. You can watch the film in cinemas across Nigeria and if you are not in the country, you can downlaod it
online or purchase the DVD. And there will be a sequel — to be shot in Nigeria.
Our second cover star is Wangi Mba-Uzoukwu, someone we came to know just over a year ago when she was
promoted to the position of Regional Director, MNET (West Africa). She speaks to us about the 2015 Africa Magic
Viewers Choice Awards which comes up on 7 March 2015 (p. 16). The night will celebrate and reward African
filmmakers for their hard work and efforts.
In the run up to the 2015 AMVCA, we have an interview (p. 18) and a review (p. 25) with some of this year’s
nominees. Also in this edition, is a special red carpet double spread (p. 30) from last year’s edition just in case you
need some guidance and inspiration on what to wear.
Still in the mode of celebrating our first birthday, we went out on the street to find out what you liked and wanted in
future edition for our Vox Pop section (p. 10). As we start our second year as a publication, we remain open to your
ideas, suggestions and feedback. Remember, we are all in this together.

Isabella Akinseye
@iakinseye

Readers’ Corner
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VIA WHATSAPP
Hey Isabella. Hope you fine.
Spent a good deal of time
yesterday going through your
online magazine. Well done o! It
has improved and it’s great the
pages have also increased also
with interesting content. I will
however suggest that you guys
should go easy on your film
critique. A lot goes into
movie production as I am sure
you know. Love the intro of
Asukwo’s cartoons also. They
do add a fun twist to the whole
magazine.
Adebimpe Adebambo

VIA EMAIL
I just read it. It made me laugh!!
It’s compacted, I believe?
Ozzy

Read Nolly Silver Screen on
www.nollysilverscren.com
issuu.com/nollysilverscreen
scribd.com/nollysilverscreen
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Invasion

Ikechukwu Obiaya
lectures at the School of
Media and Communications of the Pan-Atlantic
University and is the
director of the
Nollywood Studies
Centre.

Oluwaponmile
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studied Food Science
and Technology at the
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Read his piece ‘Nollywood Studies Centre
hosts Kunle Afolayan’
(p. 35).

She asks people what
they like about Nolly
Silver Screen and would
like to see in future
editions (p. 10).

Want to contribute?

Nolly Silver Screen is always on the lookout for
writers and artists to contribute to the website,
magazine and social media pages.
We are currently open to receiving movie reviews, articles, interviews, infographics, cartoon
strips and caricatures focusing on Nollywood as
well as Africa’s film industry.
Send an email to info@nollysilverscreen.com
requesting contributors’ guidelines.

NSC
Nollywood Studies Centre
the one‐stop resource centre for everyone doing research on Nollywood

The Nollywood Studies Centre (NSC) is the ultimate portal to
Nollywood. It is designed as the one‐stop resource centre for anyone
doing research on the Nigerian video ﬁlm and its industry. Located at
the School of Media and Communication (SMC) of the Pan‐Atlantic
University, Lagos, the NSC is the ﬁrst centre dedicated to the study of
the Nigerian video ﬁlm not just in Africa but globally. The goal of the
NSC is to be the most important custodian of resources, virtually and
physically, regarding the Nigerian home video industry. The NSC is
open to everyone interested in the video ﬁlm.
With its twenty‐plus years of existence, the Nigerian video ﬁlm industry
has grown beyond the status of the new upstart kid on the block.
Nollywood today is of great importance in Nigeria as well as in the
African Diaspora for both its cultural and economic impact. Nigerian
home videos have contributed to enhancing the positive
representation of Africa. They are by far the most powerful purveyor of
an image of Nigeria and Africa to domestic and foreign populations.
The NSC, situated at one of the most progressive universities of West
Africa, strives to link this image to the place of its origin.

SCHOOL OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION (SMC)
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Remembering Muna Obiekwe:
10 of his most popular films
BY WILFRED OKICHE

Muna Obiekwe, the Nollywood character actor who died on Sunday, 18

January as a result of complications from kidney failure at the age of 36
remained a constant fixture on the film industry ever since he achieved
national recognition in the now rested soap, Royal Tears. He played roles that
teased, thrilled and shocked. As a tribute to him, we present 10 of his most
popular film appearances.

1

Scarlet Woman
Released in 2012, this Theodore Anyaji directed drama
stars Mary Remmy as a disgraced village champion
who bites off far more than she can chew when she
becomes tangled in an illicit romance with the crown
prince (Obiekwe) of a certain kingdom. The formidable
Patience Ozokwor is up to some of her mischief here.

Dirty Secret
This became one of the most controversial films to come out of Nollywood and
for good reason too. Offering precious little in terms of a coherent plot or even
serious acting, it took the opposite route to infamy. Lesbianism, orgies, sodomy,
incest, thong baring, name it and it was added to the mix. And Muna Obiekwe
was right in the middle of it, giving as good as he got.

3

2

Blackberry Babes
Thanks to online streaming sites like Irokotv,
Blackberry Babes, a campy chronicle of the adventures of a group of material girls whose lives revolve
around smartphone technology has enjoyed life
beyond its routine sell by date. The cast consists of
the who is who in B-list Nollywood. Eniola Badmus,
onto Dikeh, Oge Okoye, Annie Macaulay and Mary
Remmy Njoku all proved their mettle here.

The Warrior’s Heart
Truth be told, Genevieve Nnaji paired alongside any man (or woman) equals
instant screen chemistry but in 2007 when she was paired cast alongside Muna
Obiekwe as a brave warrior princess who has to step up to lead her people,
never minding her gender, both actors took their sizzle to a whole new level and
overcame the film’s kitschiest elements.

4

5

Miss Queen
Tonto Dikeh and Muna Obiekwe really liked making
movies together. They both co-star alongside Oge
Okoye in this drama about a couple who score a rare
chance to spend some time alone when their kids’ new
physical education teacher suggests a camping trip.
They immediately realise that their relationship is not all
that needs fixing.

6

Samantha
An easily influenced young woman allows her
greedy boyfriend to coerce her into marrying
a wealthy man for his own selfish gain. The
choice that she makes lives to haunt her many
years later. Muna Obiekwe, Ananabella
Zwyndila and Saeed Funkymallam costar.

7

The King Must Die
As Nollywood films go, this one is as obvious as its title suggests. Nobody plays
these kingly roles better than Olu Jacobs
who is cast here as a compassionate king
who gets a new lease on life when a commoner gives his life in place of the monarch’s. The king then invites the martyr’s
daughter to the palace but things don’t
quite go as planned.

Great Betrayal
A charming young man becomes
mesmerised by a beautiful woman that he
meets in a restaurant. This is in spite of the
fact that he is already in a seemingly stable
relationship. Refusing to take heed of his best
friend’s warnings, he makes the choice to put
his relationships at risk by shamelessly
pursuing the woman in question.

9

9

8

Men in Love
Forget the anti-gay bill. Long before President Jonathan made homosexuality a crime,
Muna Obiekwe and John Dumelo made it cool. Well, sort of. In this 2010 sexploitation
flick directed by Moses Ebere, Obiekwe seduces a straight married man and turns him
gay. This is Nollywood so on cue in the firebrand pastor who recognises the occult
instantly and prays the devil out of Dumelo’s confused character.

He Lives in Me
This supernatural romance may not have the most original of titles but it was
a fine showcase for the talents of Genevieve Nnaji, Emeka Enyiocha and Muna
Obiekwe who plays a ghost, haunting the home of a young lady’s family after
some tragic events occurred there previously.

10
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VOX
pop

What do you like about Nolly
Silver Screen magazine and what will you like
to see in future editions?

This magazine is a nice way of portraying
Nollywood. It is first of its kind for me,
the content is full, fascinating and refreshing. It gives positive upbeat report
about Nollywood. I say to this magazine, more power to the elbow.

Oluwaponmile Orija finds out..

I like the fact that the magazine is an online thing. I like the intelligent reviews and
I’d like to see more of that. Can we have
interesting movies maybe just top movies
for downloading?

- Yemi Onayemi

- Tosin Adenuga

Nolly Silver Screen is cool. I like the website
and it is really informative about happenings in Nollywood.

I like the varieties of the content of the
magazine. The background layout is
attractive and captivating.

- Tolu Adewunmi

- Tola Oke

The write ups are good.
- Tobi Bamuyiwa

It’s a great concept, showcasing
Nollywood to the world on a great
platform most importantly sharing
information that impresses people like
myself who rarely get impressed by
Nigerian movies.

- Ajibola Solanke
The magazine is wonderful but can we have
countdowns? Top ten movies of the month
by Nolly Silver Screen?

It’s really a great concept. The idea is
good and I wish the magazine more
successful years to come.

- Oluwadara Hamid

- Jimi Lokulo Sodipe

FEBRUARY CELEBRATIONS
3 John Dumelo
4 Desmond Elliot
5 Saidi Balogun
5 FaithiaBalogun
7Omotola Jalade Ekeinde
15 Foluke Daramola
19 Kenneth Okolie

20 Osita Iheme

27 Moji Olaiya

28 Teco Benson
28 Lilian Bach
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PICTURES FROM THE SET OF
STANLEE OHIKHUARE’S

STUPID MOVIE 1

Well done with your website and magazine as
well. I read copy with Amaka Igwe on it sometime
back. It’s nice to know that someone is documenting the Nollywood industry. :)
Ade Balogun

100% passion

DESTINY
EKARAGHA
100% hard work

COVER INTERVIEW
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Destiny Ekaragha

others: one in Stockholm and another in New York.

Photography by BAFTA/Ian Derry

there might not be demand. You might have to work on the side,
live off your friends and family. Once people start
seeing your work, you tend to get called back for more jobs.

Any part 2 in the offing?
is an award winning director. Born to
We want to shoot the sequel of Gone Too Far! We will be
Nigerian parents in the United Kingdom, she
coming to Africa for that.
revisits issues faced by black families in the
Would you like to change anything about your journey?
Diaspora in her debut feature film, Gone Too
Far! An adapatation of Bola Agbaje’s 2007 play No! I like where I am.
of the same name, Ekaragha discusses
How profitable has your passion been?
It’s only going to start being profitable now. This industry very diffiher work, passion and future plans with
cult to stay in of your goal is money and profit especially in the UK.
Isabella Akinseye.
Profit is not guaranteed. The Arts is different. You can supply but
What drew you to filmmaking?

I am always driven by passion not money. I figured I was passionate
What is your view on Nollywood?
about film. The dream was I will eventually make money. Passion
I love the entrepreneurship of it all. I am inspired by the Nigerian
is the only way I can function. 100% passion, 100% percent hard
filmmakers; they are straight to the point, they want it and do it.
work.
Some people are doing it all by themselves not waiting for help

Having a good review is always going to be great. For me, as long as
people are reacting to the film, that is good. My thing was about
audience reaction. I want people to laugh. If I am in the cinema and
people are laughing – nothing can take away from that. If nobody
laughed for 90 minutes that would be bad.
Can you remember your first day on set?

from anyone. Sometimes, you have to do some of the work
I was 21. It was a film called Wimbledon. The energy of the people
yourselves.
around was very contagious. That was when I knew I would work
on set. Even though I was a runner, I really enjoyed the experience.

Tell us something your fans don’t know about you.

Now, what is a typical day in your shoes like now?
I wake up, check emails, instagram for comic videos and get ready.
I write a little bit and go to the cinema. On a day, I am working; I
wake up, I go and direct on set. There are also meetings to attend.

From a play to the film – what remained and what went in Gone Too Far!?
The screenplay was changed slightly. Bola Agbaje kept the
characters and strong themes of identity and coming of age but
decided to make it more of a comedy. Other films had dealt with
darker tones, we wanted something funny.

How would you describe Gone Too Far!?
It is definitely a London film but it can be whatever it wants to be.

What is your favourite line from the film?
It is from Ikudayisi played by O.C. Ukeje. “I am from Las Gidi baby.”
The way he says it makes me laugh every time.

Any other memorable scenes?
I like the part where the mother character tells Yemi to take the
clothes away and he asks her where to put it. She says, “Why don’t
you put it on my head?” All the actors were so brilliant.

What has the response been like to the film by the critics?
Having a good review is always going to be great. For me, as long
as people are reacting to the film, that is good. My thing was about
audience reaction. I want people to laugh. If I am in the cinema and
people are laughing – nothing can take away from that. If nobody
laughed for 90 minutes that would be bad.

What are your current plans for Gone Too Far!?
My main focus is the DVD which is out in the UK and online. And
the movie is screening in cinemas in Nigeria.

Any plans to tour festivals?
Yes. We were at Pan Africa Film Festival this month. We have a few

I love jollof rice and Super Malt. I am also an open book.

What is your advice to black female filmmakers?
Keep moving. There will be obstacles. Be aware of sexism and
racism but don’t let anybody stop you. Your work will speak and it
will be louder.

Describe yourself in a Nollywood film title.

If my life was a Nollywood film, it would be Don’t Call on
Mondays.
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COVER INTERVIEW
Beyond the awards, what are the other ways that
Africa Magic is rewarding filmmakers and
content creators across Africa?
Our investments in the film and TV industry
across the continent are very well documented. Besides providing a platform for
filmmakers to showcase their talent across
the continent, we consistently give the industry what it needs for even more development - intellectual and financial investment.
In this regard, for instance, our Africa Magic
Original Movies (AMOF) project supports
and lends expertise to the creation and
showcasing of original African entertainment content. What this does is increase
our content output, which continues to
delight our consumers, even as we contribute to the growth of the African film and TV
industry.

What are your views on Africa’s film industry
and where do you see the industry in five years’
time?
For this year’s Africa Magic Viewers’ Choice
Awards (AMVCAs), what can we expect on the
night in terms of performances and side
attractions?
A lot! Over the past couple of years our
audiences have experienced the best
entertainment during the AMVCA shows
which are a culmination of several months
of excitement starting with different
activities. It’s always a fun experience as

While most of the categories are decided by the
viewers, another aspect of the awards is the
non-voting categories, who are the judges this
year?
The judges are respected individuals
drawn from the African film and TV industries. What you can rest assured knowing is that the judging process, like the
public voting process, is very credible
and subjected to global best practices.

The African film industry is developing,
and developing very fast at that. Such is
its impact that it has become a major economic and cultural mainstay for some of the
continent’s economies. Spurred by regional
powerhouses like Nigeria, the African film
industry has grown into a force to be reckoned with globally. In five years, at this rate,
there’s no telling just how big the industry
will get. The opportunities and potential are
just incredible. What is certain, however, is
that we will continue to see the ramping
up of the quality of production, writing,

We received over 2000 entries for this edition – more
than double the number of the last edition’s entries. This
definitely shows the appeal of the AMVCAs; even more
compelling is the quality of this year’s entries. The
viewers and voters are definitely spoilt for choice.
viewers get to choose from a slew of really
good movies. Back to your question: this
year, the night holds a number of surprise
performances – all I can say at this point is
stay tuned!

What makes the AMVCAs unique?

I’ll start with the obvious: the AMVCAs are
brought to you by Africa Magic, the continent’s leader in indigenous entertainment
content. We remain the preferred choice
for viewers across the continent - and even
In terms of numbers, how many entries were
globally - who are fans of world class African
received versus previous years?
entertainment content. By virtue of our track
This is definitely a highlight of this year’s
record and contributions to the industry, it is
awards. We received over 2000 entries for
this edition – more than double the number incumbent upon us that the AMVCAs mirror
our achievements, contributions and aspiraof the last edition’s entries. This definitetions. Furthermore, no other awards on the
ly shows the appeal of the AMVCAs; even
more compelling is the quality of this year’s continent celebrate the contributions of film
entries. The viewers and voters are definitely and TV talent, established or up and coming, on the scale that we do. The AMVCAs
spoilt for choice.
celebrates excellence in continental television and draws attention to the amazing
Do you have new sponsors for this year’s
work people do behind and in front of the
AMVCAs?
screen. The recognition and acclaim that the
The lead sponsor remains Amstel Malta, a
AMVCAs bestows on winners is also immeabrand that has supported us from the very surable, as the prestige of the awards travels
beginning. We have category sponsors this well beyond Africa.
year: MTN, Verve, Payporte and Unilever.

acting, directing and all other areas of film
and television production. As incredible as
the industry is right now, there is no doubt
that we have barely scratched the surface.
The future is indeed exciting for us industry
stakeholders, and the viewing public.

What are your favourite shows on Dstv?
A lot of them! I try to watch a number of the
shows on Africa Magic as my time permits.
I’m an avid fan of Tinsel, our flagship soap
opera and the longest running soap in
Nigeria. I’m also following our recently
launched shows like Hotel Majestic, V Republic, Poisoned Bait and others, and I also
keep up with Highlites with IK, our Africa
Magic Original Films and so many others.
In everything, I’m a big fan of African entertainment content – perhaps even the
biggest!

In three words, you are?
Passionate, driven and optimistic.
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Well done with your website and magazine as
well. I read copy with Amaka Igwe on it sometime
back. It’s nice to know that someone is documenting the Nollywood industry. :)
Ade Balogun

Wangi Mba-Uzoukwu is the Regional Director, MNET, West Africa. A successful business and media strategist,

she has over 15 years experience in world class FMCG, telecommunications and media organisations. A graduate of Political
Science from the University of Nigeria, Wangi also holds a Post Graduate Diploma from the Institute of Direct Marketing in the
United Kingdom. The happily married mother of three revelas the big plans for the 2015 Africa Magic Viewers Choice Awards.
Interview by Isabella Akinseye
Photographs: Courtesy of Multichoice Nigeria
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FILMMAKER INTERVIEW

Filmmaker, Stanlee Ohikuare speaks to EBUNOLUWA MORDI about
The Verdict, his inspiration and dream projects
Tell us about your filmmaking career.
In a nutshell, my filmmaking career owes a
lot to my artistic background. Directing was
inspired by 3D character animation while
cinematography was perfected behind still
cameras. My visual style as a filmmaker was
however inspired by my specialisation as a
painter. I also learnt early enough that being
a good photographer was the starting point
for anyone interested in perfecting cinematography.

Where does your inspiration come from?

What was it like working with Zainab
Balogun on The Verdict?

What is your advice to young and aspiring
filmmakers?

There’s something about Zainab Balogun.
She exudes this energy of peacefulness and
calmness the moment you meet her. I
needed someone who would look so
peaceful and amiable when she is seen in
the first few frames of the film. This was
quite necessary to contrast with her
demeanor when she is eventually battered
and violated. It was an absolute directorial
decision to make.

My advice to young film makers will be to
indulge themselves with the excitement of
discovering their identity as filmmakers
before being caught up in the frenzy of
monetary returns. Even when I start making millions from my movies, I will still keep
indulging myself as a creative person and
reinforcing my visual style and creative
identity. A filmmaker whose work cannot
be easily identified by consistent visual
elements and technique is yet to discover
himself or herself. They should first and
foremost discover themselves.

For me, my innate inspiration comes from
the ultimate creator; God himself. Daily
inspirations for concurrent projects come
from observation and experience. Everything I see, hear, taste and feel comes in
very handy when I am about to embark on
any creative quest. Some of the recent film
projects I am in pre-production stage for
are largely inspired by some of my favourite
movies as a child.

What does the future hold for you?

How did you feel when The Verdict was
nominated at this year’s AMVCAs?

Regarding film exploration, I would love to
shoot a movie in 3D, and if budget permits, I
would shoot a couple of epic stories –
especially from my tribe in Edo State. I just
don’t think we have looked inwards as much
as we should to bring our cultural and
historic stories, myths and legends to the
big screen.

I believe the nominations were totally well
deserved because of the unusual direction
of the storytelling as well as the gripping
effect it has on viewers in its short duration
of nine minutes.

In ten years time, I see myself becoming a
pace setter in the African film industry and
a global player with remarkable relevance in
the global entertainment sphere. I see
myself doing a lot of training and
consulting. I also see myself winning a
globally recognised award for filmmaking
excellence in less than three years.

What are your dream projects?

What is your favourite line from one of your
movies?
It is from my yet to be released conscience
film entitled Common Man. The line goes
thus: “I long for a world where we all take
a closer look at one another and make the
most amazing discovery – that no man is
indeed common.”

What is the weirdest comment you have received
from a fan?
When people meet me after seeing my
work, I usually hear comments like, “I saw
your movie, do you know you are crazy?” I
often say, “Thanks for the compliment.” With
a smile!
PHOTO: STANLEE OHIKHUARE

N E W S
Iretiola Doyle is the new face of Fairy dishwashing liquid
Award winning actress, thespian and TV
personality, Iretiola Doyle is the new face
of Fairy dishwashing liquid.
Manufactured by Procter and Gamble, the
brand is making its debut in Sub-Sahran
Africa starting with Nigeria. An excited
Doyle said, “It is easy to connect with a
brand that makes the home priority.”
She added: “It is easy to connect with a
brand that makes the home its priority.
We all need help to win in life. Now, I have
Fairy to help me achieve squeaky clean
dishes always, whether I am preparing our
home meals or catering a dinner party“.
Each bottle of Fairy represents over 50
years of science and innovation. The
product is available in the original and
lemon variants in Nigeria.
STORY: OLUWAYOMI OLUSHOLA
PHOTOS: COURTESY OF FAIRY
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photo N E W S
Winners emerge in MultiChoice Super Cruise Promo
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Chioma Afe, Marketing Manager, DStv; winner of the brand new Kia Rio car, Ndubuisi Achazie and Caroline Oghuma, Public
Relations Manager, DStv during the MultiChoice Super Cruise Promo Car presentation at DStv Office Surulere Rasaq Balogun
Street, Surulere, Lagos.

Caroline Oghuma, Public Relations Manager, DStv; Mrs. Wunmi Sule, winner of a DStv Explora Decoder and Chioma Afe,
Marketing Manager, DStv during the MultiChoice Super Cruise Promo prize presentation at DStv Office Surulere Rasaq Balogun
Street, Surulere, Lagos.

Caroline Oghuma, Public Relations Manager, DStv; Owolabi Adedayo, winner of a 32 inch Samsung LED TV and Chioma Afe,
Marketing Manager, DStv during the MultiChoice Super Cruise Promo prize presentation at DStv Office Surulere Rasaq Balogun
Street, Surulere, Lagos.
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INTERVIEW
Anatomy and most recently, How To Get Away With Murder. These
women, through their various works, inspire me every day. They
make me want to become better, and if I trust myself enough, I
would become.

How much are you inspired by your personal experiences?
There is a bit of me in every piece of work I put out, because for
me to be able to deliver a story or a script, I have to see that story
through my own eyes. In essence, what I mean is, there is always
a bit of me in those stories; it is what makes the stories come alive
for me. My personal experiences are always my staring point. And
then the story grows from there. It goes from the familiar terrain to
the unfamiliar.

Tell us about your latest work, The Calabash.

Q and A with
Ukamaka Olisakwe

I worked in the banking industry for almost seven years and in
those years, I had a lot of sad and happy experiences. I also had
friends whose lives were deeply affected by that industry. And so
when I met Obi Emelonye and he wanted me to write him a
screenplay, I thought it was a good opportunity to write about the
banking industry. Before then, I have been meaning to write a book
on it but making a TV series seemed the better option. And that’s
how The Calabash was born. It is a 104-episode TV series centred
on the lives of people working in a fictitious bank.

Since it started airing, what has the response been like?

It has been mildly satisfying. I have had friends and family
members call me to congratulate for taking that step, for
BY EBUNOLUWA MORDI
writing that series. I have got emails and messages from people
I didn’t know. I have had people also say that I wrote their story.
That deeply moved me. But it is mildly satisfying because the series
is exclusive to the upper-classy Africa Magic Showcase and for a
DSTV subscriber to access that channel they must be on the
Premium bouquet which costs a whooping N11, 650 per month.
is a screenwriter. The
former banker turned writer is currently enjoying rave reviews Not every Nigerian can afford that amount every month just for TV.
That’s why there is relatively very little conversation about it. But a
for her debut screenplay for The Calabash.
lot of friends, hundreds of which have sent me messages, say they
wait for the DVD release (laughs).
How long have you been writing professionally?

Ukamaka Olisakwe

I started in 2011 with ‘Girl to Woman’ which was my first short to
get published by Sentinel Nigeria magazine.

What is your favourite line from The Calabash?
“I am falling in love with you and I don’t know why.”

”I love writing because it is the only time I fully come alive, that’s why I can
stay up for 12 hours bleeding my heart, punching keyboards, a feat I would
never ordinarily achieve on any other craft.
What do you love most and least about the profession?
I love writing because it is the only time I fully come alive, that’s
why I can stay up for 12 hours bleeding my heart, punching keyboards, a feat I would never ordinarily achieve on any other craft.
Most times, I live through a day without much memory of what
really happened, who I met, the conversations I had with people;
everything gets blurred. But when I write, I come alive. Everything
falls into place. Writing has become my alternative universe, that’s
why I can’t really point out anything I least like about it.

Did writing come naturally to you or did you have to nurture it?
It had always been here but remained ignored because I didn’t
meet people who encouraged me to delve into it until 2010. I think
I would have written my first novel when I was probably sixteen,
but life happened and I took another path. I found my way back,
and now, it is as though I have been writing all my life, when really,
it is just four years.

I like it because of the difficulty it presents to Doris – loving the
very unlikely Kevin and totally unable to articulate the reason why
she does.

Have you ever had a script rejected?

No, The Calabash is my first script.

Any plans to go in front of the camera anytime soon?
Yes! I am looking at doing a cameo, or staring in a full episode in
the fourth season of The Calabash. And then I will do more. But
first, I have to complete my second novel.

If you were not writing, what would you be doing?
I would still be working in a bank, I think.

How do you balance your home and career?

Well, it used to be tremendously difficult when I still worked as a
customer service officer in a bank but I left this January and it has
been easy every since. I have a timetable now, a luxury I couldn’t
Who are your role models?
I am drawn to works by women; those I find a bit of myself in. Buchi afford before.
Emecheta whose Joys of Motherhood remains my all-time favourite What advice do you have for upcoming writers?
book; Maya Angelou whose autobiographies smacked me right in I am still an up-coming writer too. So I will repeat the mantra I
the centre of her world because it was like I lived during her time
chant to myself everyday: stay a bit away from the social media.
and felt what she felt. Then there is Flora Nwapa, Toni
Do a lot of reading. Write, write, write! Carry a note book around.
Morrison and Bessie Head. For the contemporary writers, I am
There are a lot of witty conversations flying over our heads on the
greatly inspired by the works of Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Lola
streets which we miss. Opportunities to use them always come up
Shoneyin and Chika Unigwe. In the movie industry, there is just
especially when crafting dialogues.
one woman whose works and dedication and zealousness greatly
inspires me: Shonda Rhimes, the producer of Scandal and Grey’s
PHOTO: COURTESY OF UKAMAKA OLISAKWE

NOLLY POP

QUIZ

BY OLUWAYOMI OLUSHOLA

1. When is the release
date for Still Standing?
2. What is the name of
Shirley Frimpong-Manso’s
new movie?
3. October 1 received
how many AMVCA
nominations?
4. Name three Hollywood
actors in Black
November?
5. What is the name of
Obi Emelonye’s new
movie?
6. What month will the
AMAAs hold?
7. What is the full
meaning of PAFF?
8. Which year was Phone
Swap shot?
9. Who acted the lead
role in Black Silhouette?
10. Who produced The
Verdict?

Up Close and
Personal
with
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Don
Omope
Don Omope is a journalist, TV producer and publisher of Africa Screens.
JOURNEY INTO JOURNALISM

I have always been a journalist working across television and news, started at
the age of 15 in Nigeria on the Radio Lagos programme, NYGC (New Younger’s
Generation Club). I have been In the industry for a little more than 15 years. I
now work for Arise News in London.

STARTING AFRICA SCREENS

African Screens was created to fill a need for a platform that celebrated the
African sense of self through films. My friend Chinaka Iwunze and I created the
site.

DEALING WITH CHALLENGES

Like anything else in life, you need to find like-minded people to work with and
between Chinaka and I, we achieved that. All challenges were superficial, so we
didn’t really face any challenge as such.

PROFITABILITY OF AFRICA SCREENS

African Screens magazine was built not to chase money rather it was to fill an
ideological gap and create a unique product. We have had offers to buy us out
which was great but we choose not to sell.

GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT OF AFRICA SCREENS

Our greatest achievement remains being accepted by the film industry and
being invited to contribute to numerous fora around the world on the
development of African cinema.

AFRICA SCREENS IN SOCIETY

We conduct master classes at film festivals around the world and sit on the jury
of judges for some of these festivals.

ADVICE FOR FILM JOURNALISTS

You need to learn about film and the film production process; you cannot write
about films if you are not vast in the process of filmmaking.

BEYOND FILM JOURNALISM

I am a TV producer by career; that’s my day job. I also teach at the Lagos
School of Media which is part of the Lagos Business School.

RATING NOLLYWOOD

The introduction of cinema distribution to the industry has changed things and
driven up quality of content, which is what Nollywood needs. Structure is coming into the industry by the introduction of international practices.

THE FUTURE

Well I am planning to relocate to Nigeria in the nearer future so we can be
closer to the industry.
INTERVIEW: EBUNOLUWA MORDI
PHOTO: COURTESY OF DON OMOPE
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Title: Dazzling Mirage
Genre: Feature film
Director: Tunde Kelani
Year: 2014
The film starts from a small place: on the road. Oluwafunmiwo, the
main character, acted by Kemi ‘Lala’ Akindoju is on the way to work.
We meet a hardworking young woman who is at her best always.
Only to get the shock: she lives with the sickle cell disease. She
fights the disease. Desires to live despite it.
Then, the film expands to a much bigger place: the stigma of the
society. We meet Sanya’s mother, acted by Taiwo Ajai-Lycett, who
would not want her son, Sanya, acted by Seun Akindele, to have
anything to do with Funmiwo. She takes being a dictatorial mother
to another level.
We encounter Sickle Cell Disorder. We see criticism after criticism. We see how each stereotype takes hold of many minds. We
also see them dashed one after the other. The film is about how
one person’s condition affects everyone: as parents, as friends,
as co-workers, as health practitioners, as the society. It shows our
bitterness, our stigma, teaches us love and what true healing is.
“Healing is not only about doctors, drugs. It is also about accepting
yourself, loving yourself.”
Funmiwo goes from confronting her disease to confronting herself.
As she was about accepting that reality, she makes a startling discovery about herself that changes everything, for her and us. She
pulls through that as well. She finds true love. She has a child. She
lives a full life.
There are many exciting things about this movie. It is an adaption
of a literary work. The eponymous novel was written by Dr.
Olayinka Egbokhare, a lecturer at the department of ommunication
arts at the University of Ibadan. After watching the movie, I really
yearn to read the book.
There is also a fusion of talents from different sectors. Actors from
Yoruwood — as the Yoruba speaking sector of Nollywood is called
— Yomi Fash Lanso, was a delight to watch. Actors, otherwise
known for stage —T aiwo Ajayi-Lycett and Kemi Lala Akindoju —
brought the realness of stage to screen. It was a delight to watch
Kunle Afolayan cross over effortlessly from directing to acting. This
was for me, his first convincing acting. Tunde Kelani also crosses
over easily from his comfortable terrain of traditional films —t his is
a contemporary, issue driven story.

is so unique. The gateman’s collection of business cards delicately
arranged according to generousity. The most generous visitor sits
as number one.

There is a clinical attention to detail. The emotions were well
executed: the tears dropped when they should; the laughter rose
out of the screen and filled the cinema, filled our lives. The way
Mrs. Adebayo, Funmiwo’s mother sweated in the kitchen as she
made amala and gbegiri. The cesarean section is, I repeat, the most
believable portrayal of a hospital scene, I have seen yet in a
Most times when social issues mix with popular fiction like film, you Nigerian film.
may get an imbalance. Either the issue weighing too heavily on the
There are some misses, in fact, they are easy to “miss” if you are not
shoulders of the film or the entertainment value overshadowing
as observant as the Ibadan audience. You could hear “Awww, why is
the message. Dazzling Mirage achieves a beautiful balance, fair
she sleeping with make-up now?” in the audience during its
doses of entertainment and message.
premiere. There was also something unnecessary about the club
scene, as if the film would still be okay without it. The last scene
Scene after scene, character after character, the story unfolds
beautifully before our eyes. However, there were some scenes that also felt like an anti-climax of some sort. It was supposed to be the
height, you know with the child’s birthday party. It was strange and
drew us into the film. Memorable scenes that are hard to forget;
lines that crawl into the head in the middle of the day. The hospital exciting to see a child’s birthday party feature a traditional dance
from the Footprints of David, a child theatre group.
scene where Funmiwo confronts her parents about her identity is
profound. The way the tension is executed by the actors is so real.
The way the reality unfolds, the way the ideal picture is torn and
All is well that ends well… I wanted the film to end after the
the real picture is placed before our eyes. That was the first time
wedding. Then, the next scene I saw her bump. I wanted it to end
that I heard her full name — Oluwafunmiwo. We will not let the cat happily but the way it continued, it may not. But I remember that
the lives of SCDs is not entirely a happy jolly ride. The human life
out of the bag.
is not a happy jolly ride. So, the film was merely a portrayal of that.
We enjoyed the crowd scenes. Crowd scenes are difficult to
Above all, it is a love story — of a person’s love for herself, of how
execute. Tunde Kelani pulled them off well. I reckon many of them she finds love in the midst of rising social stigma. It is a story of the
were his way of infusing the culture into the film. The naming and dazzling power of love.
wedding ceremonies were beautiful re-enactments of the owambe
tradition. The way the comic was creatively fused into the movie
- TEMITAYO AMOGUNLA
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Title: Invasion 1897
Genre: Feature film
Director: Lancelot Oduwa Imasuen
Year: 2014
The movie opened up to a research student Igie Ehanire (Charles
Chucky Venn) from Benin receiving lectures on the history of the
Benin Empire. Igie gets more perturbed leaning about the British
invasion of Benin and the removal of certain art works and historical documentation of the records of the Benin people. In his bid to
correct the wrong meted out to his people, he is caught. In trying to
justify his action, he narrates the events that led to the capture of
the greatest king of Africa Oba Ovonramwen of the great Benin
kingdom, who until 1897 was the only king and kingdom still
standing in the whole Sub-Sahara Africa.

Invasion 1897, is the second movie of 2014 that brought me closer
to understanding the situations and happenings of Nigeria back in
the days. While October 1 is a fusion of fiction with a bit of facts,
Invasion 1897 is a purely biological drama film about the Oba of
Benin Kingdom, Oba Ovonramwen.
Enter Mike Omoregbe, a relatively unknown in the movie industry
that plays the Oba. As a revered leader with his towering height,
he is unflinching, carrying out executions for the town to see. As
a tyrant he was quiet the act, literally refusing to be swallowed by
the policies of the British and placing them at arm’s length at all
times. It felt good to see that the British did not always get their
way as Oba Ovonramwen must have been one of those rulers that
kept them on their toes.
For his Chiefs, their scenes were a good to watch and drove home
the fact that people will always have opposing views, so take the
time to understand or listen to other people’s opinions. Of course
majority of them felt they had no business with the British or their
ruler, but there were those among them that felt having a relationship with them might not be that bad and that is where Chief Obasaki comes in. Stabbing his people in the back might not have been
the way to go, but one could literally see the fear and joy in his face
when he agreed to the treaty.
Segun Arinze and Paul Obazele delivered to their roles as well as a
host of others. I was not so impressed by the colonial government
played by Garett Mort and Tim Robinson. Not sure if they are
professional actors or have any work to their credit, they just didn’t
flow like one would have expected. On the other side (that is over in
London), Chucky Venn popular in the UK for his role as Ray Dixon in
EastEnders pulled his weight alright, turns out he is a Nigerian from
the Eastern part of Nigeria. I also enjoyed the court scene and the
judge.
Moving on to other aspects of the production, costumes especially
for British soldiers seemed more 1960s than 1890s. The war scene
was epic; we still need loads of work in choreography and how to
kill and die properly but it wasn’t so bad. The props of arrows, guns
and canons were spot on, not sure how they got the images of the
artifacts or how the replicas were made but work went into making
it look believable. Visual effects, how do I say this? We know some
aspects are not real but it was pretty obvious that it was fake, so
there is also room for more improvement in that area. Kudos to the
crew for the work done, there’s loads to be factored in to make it
better, but they have taken a step in the right direction.
When a script is impressive, both foreign and local, I marvel and
for some reason, I try to think what was going on in the writers
head, what exactly are they thinking, how did they know this kind
of reaction will be elicited and Ossa Earlice writer of this script did just that for me. The lines were powerful, the language, ceremonies
and behavior of Benin people were well portrayed. However, what is a script without a director to drive the cast to deliver and Lancelot
Oduwa Imasuen did just that. Coupled with the fact that this is close to home, Lancelot brought a historically inspired character to life in
a way I haven’t seen in our Nigerian productions. There was good synergy between the script and the director and for our 2015 awards
seasons, I see Afolayan’s October 1 and Imasuen’s Invasion 1897 going head to head.

- EFETURI DOGHUDJE
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Tell us about your first day on set?

My first screen gig was the sitcom Twilight Zone and
my character was called Ugo. It was a serious walk on a
tightrope and I was highly self
conscious. My first scene was about ten takes! Eventually, I was able to adjust, as KP, Biola Aloba and the rest
of the crew understood and were extremely helpful.

You write and act: which do you prefer?
That’s a tough one; they’re both escape routes for me.
Acting helps me take time off from being me and becoming a new entity for the duration of the
project while writing grants me godlike powers, in the
sense that I get to create characters. I’m on the fence
on this one!

What are your hopes for 2015?
My hopes for 2015...more small and big screen jobs;
locally and internationally, kickstarting my outfit, Esskent Productions and churning out more scripts and
box content.

Tell us about your character in Paranoia?
I play Thomson, an unacomplished 33 year old who
believes life has been unfair to him and has given in to
his inner demon, believing he is entitled to
something that is obviously not his. And as he
embarks on his quest to claim his “entitlement”, he
finds that he’s gotten more than he bargained for.

How was it acting alongside Judith Audu?
Judith is my sister from another mother. This is the second time I’m working with her, the first being a movie
called Out of Fire. She is a superb actress, highly intelligent, down to earth and fun to work with.

What can viewers expect?

TALENT ON THE RISE: SEUN KENTEBE
Seun Kentebe is an actor, writer and CEO of Esskent
Productions. The Business Administration graduate
speaks to Oluwayomi Olushola about his humble
beginnings, crossing over to the big screen and dealing
with fans.
Do you wish that you studied Theatre Arts in university?
Yes, I wish I did. I’m sure it would’ve been a whole lot more exciting than
Business Administration. I definitely wouldn’t have gotten two extras!

You started off on stage, how easy was it to transition to the camera?
The transition to camera wasn’t an easy one at all! There was that period of
not being called for small and big screen jobs because I was highly
theatre-inclined. But, as a thespian, you are trained to become versatile
and so I built on that foundation; watching movies and being fortunate to
have a few colleagues who had transitioned successfully show me the ropes
helped a great deal.

“Acting helps me take time off
from being me and becoming a
new entity for the duration of
the project while writing grants
me godlike powers, in the sense
that I get to create characters.

Viewers should expect a mindblowing viewing
experience; everything from the story to the
cinematography to the interpretation of our
characters and a unique directorial approach. It’s
going to be a nail-biting-edge-of-your-seat
experience.

How do you get into character?
After doing a proper script analysis and character
breakdown, it’s easy to understand what is
expected of my character and I let my imagination run
its course.

Any tips for memorising your lines?
I memorise lines by reading them at least twice, at
most three times after which I begin to see the words
in my mind’s eye. When that happens, the lines have
stuck. I then work on delivery.

What is the strangest thing a fan has said to you?
Hmm! It was more of did than said. She walked up to
me at a gathering, telling me how big a fan she was
and stood so close to me, it was like she wanted to
walk into me! I stepped back and she stepped
forward. I told her that I needed to use the gents and
ran for dear life!

What is your favourite line from a movie?
“I don’t believe in vampires but I believe in my own
eyes and what I saw with my own eyes...are
vampires.” It was by George Clooney’s character, Seth in
the movie From Dusk till Dawn.

In three words, you are?
Spontaneous, amiable, bankable.

What will you change about yourself if you could?
I would be a lot taller. Six feet to be exact.
PHOTO: COURTESY OF SEUN KENTEBE
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Virunga

A film that has the premise of a contemporary thriller: there are
soldiers upholding their mission at any cost, there is an attractive
young journalist trying to root out the corruption of a mysterious corporation, and there are insidious intents of breaking international laws
by secret guerillas not to mention sting operations, hidden
cameras, bribes, and murder. Well, it is not a sequel to Die Hard or
Mission: Impossible but it is a documentary about Virunga National
Park in the eastern Democratic Republic of Congo. Virunga is known to
be one of the most bio-diverse places in the world and home to some
of the world’s most prized natural resources — oil and raw minerals
used to make consumer electronics — but it’s also home to fishing
villages and some of the last remaining mountain gorillas on Earth.
It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and Africa’s oldest national park
with 3000 square miles of forests, savannas, lava plains, swamps, erosion valleys, active volcanoes, and the glaciated peaks of the Rwenzori
mountains.
A long documentary debut, Virunga is directed by the London-based
Orlando von Einsiedel who gained attention for his fearless style of
filmmaking in far-flung locations combined with visually striking
camerawork. After numerous short documentaries set in Africa, Asia,
the US and the Arctic, including the award-winning Skateistan: To Live
and Skate in Kabul (2010), about an inspirational skateboarding school
in Afghanistan. The director succeeds to tell complex stories about the
forces working to save the park while others are trying to destroy it by
following the likes of gorilla chief warden a former child soldier who
joined the park rangers to protect the park to his last breath given the
fact that 130 rangers have died under fire from poachers and rebel militias before him. There is also French journalist Mélanie Gouby who is
using hidden cameras to capture the possible links between the militias
and the British oil company SOCO whose representatives get to talk
after a few drinks. In fact, SOCO has won the right to conduct seismic
testing in the search for drillable oil in the park.

Every war in the last 20 years in eastern Congo has started in or around
the Virunga national park. It is the incredibly rich resources in the park
which has attracted the armed groups and which has led to the death of six
million innocent people.
On the other side, the park’s Chief Warden Emmanuel de Merode has
vowed to keep drilling but he faces death threats from local rebel
groups who have apparently partnered with SOCO — and who now
seem invested in chasing down the park staff who stands up waiting
at a shelter housing gorillas, ready to quite literally defend the last of
a species against the worst of global capitalism. Soco left the national
park earlier this year but its presence since 2007 in the heavily-forested African rift valley has caused an international storm and has been
condemned by UNESCO, the UK government and the naturalist David
Attenborough.
Every war in the last 20 years in eastern Congo has started in or
around the Virunga national park. It is the incredibly rich resources in
the park which has attracted the armed groups and which has led to
the death of six million innocent people. Congolese government
institutions are vulnerable after 20 years of civil war.

Virunga premiered last April in Tribeca Festival then made it Middle
East Premiere in Abu Dhabi Film Festival last October while being
played in Netflix. Executive-produced by American star and environmental activist Leonardo DiCaprio, the film could be a contender in
the next Oscars.
STORY: SHERIF AWAD
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The AMVCAs are good, and bad and terrible. Here’s why.

The Africa Magic Viewers Choice
Awards, established in 2013 is the
continent’s Golden Globes, Peoples
Choice and the Razzies all rolled into
one. It likes to fancy itself as
Africa’s Oscars but anyone who has
followed the process that leads up to
the awards would beg to differ.
Sure there are the presence of the A-list stars, the backing of
MultiChoice; Africa’s biggest pay TV, and the fabulous preevents like the nominees brunch. Then there is the glittering
red carpet, that dazzling stretch of fabulousity that has come
to define the awards itself in the two years of its existence.
The AMVCAs has in a short space of time triumphed over
other movie rewarding platforms and has only the Africa Movie Academy Awards (AMAA) to contend with in terms of prestige. An
AMAA may bring industry clout and acclaim but the stars know that they would rather be at the AMVCAs, sipping wine and strutting
their stuff.
Why?
For one, the AMVCAs in the past two years have been hosted in Lagos at the prestigious Eko Hotel. For the many industry practitioners
who live and work in Lagos, this is quite convenient. Everyone is spared the hassle of clearing their schedules and dealing with booking
agents, not to mention the attendant risks involved. Lagos is where the industry’s elite resides and it plays safer to have the event in
such close proximity. Organisers put special care at planning the AMVCA and usually spare no expense in creating the lavish environment that the event has come to be associated with. Indeed you are not a star if you cannot score an invite to the party.
The awards proper are another matter. The AMVCAs have been dogged by some creeping issues since the onset. Most important of
these is the nominations process and quality of films being rewarded. Lumping film and television in the same categories is a curious
choice that makes it harder to judge fairly between the two media. Judging the acting performances from a field that includes both
television and big screen work is immediately suspect as it hints of either laziness on the part of the organisers, or a damning state of
the industry report. This only serves to ensure that the films and series aren’t necessarily judged on their merits. It is all acting yes, but
the various technicalities involved demand that each be judged separately on their merits.

...while the Rita Dominics and Funke Akindele are sure to be rewarded by this proc
ess, there have also been the rise of previously low key toilers like O.C. Ukeje and Tope
Tedela who enjoyed that all important career resurgence after their wins over more
established industry hands. Wins for the underdogs have only added to the AMVCAs
prestige as an important star maker.

Then there is a matter of the awards itself. A good number of the high profile categories are left for the viewers to nominate and decide
on the final winners. While this may invite audience participation and a sense of ownership of the process by Africa Magic viewers, it is
often the case that the process becomes a popularity contest and actors with the largest fan base become the de facto winners. But to
be fair, while the Rita Dominics and Funke Akindele are sure to be rewarded by this process, there have also been the rise of previously
low key toilers like O.C. Ukeje and Tope Tedela who enjoyed that all important career resurgence after their wins over more established
industry hands. Wins for the underdogs have only added to the AMVCAs prestige as an important star maker.
But when the nominations for this year were announced in December, it became even more difficult to take the AMVCA seriously as a
credible platform. The nominees were an embarrassment of disasters. Films that had no business on lists that aren’t highlighting the
worst in cinema were prominently featured. A Place in the stars, Invasion 1897, Make A Move and Honeymoon Hotel managed to worm
their way into serious industry discussions. Worse still, a film like The Meeting — although critically and commercially acclaimed —
which was released three years ago and was honoured subtly last year has made a comeback. Is there no cut off period for films under
consideration, many wondered.
But all of this hardly matters it would seem. Come March 7, the shameless pandering would again result in the massive turn out of
A-list stars as well as the plethora of carpet sweeping gowns, fake tears and grating acceptance speeches. Showbiz is the name of the
game isn’t it? This one knows how to put on a show.
STORY: WILFRED OKICHE
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RED CARPET

Turn it up in RED

Do the WHITE thing

RED CARPET

Knot a bow-tie

PRINTastic Fashion
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FESTIVAL NEWS
Africa International Film Festival (AFRIFF) partners Relativity School

Sequel to Relativity Education’s engagement with the Africa International Film Festival (AFRIFF) to boost capacity for creative
professionals in Africa, the executive team of the former, welcomed the CEO of AFRIFF, Ms. Chioma Ude, to their Los Angeles office to
debrief on the success of the last edition of the festival, which took place in Calabar, Cross River State.
It will be recalled that Relativity Media, the third largest mini-major film studio in the world, participated actively at AFRIFF 2014; hence
the move to formalise plans for further partnerships between both organisations. Its subsidiary, Relativity School, is the first and only
school of its kind created with a major Hollywood studio, and the relationship with AFRIFF, their first in Africa, represents an important
element of the institution’s global education efforts in film media and performing arts.
Interestingly, beneficiaries of AFRIFF’s scholarship scheme will have first-hand training at Relativity School, this summer.
According to Glenn Kalison, President, Relativity School, the summer session will provide Executive training programs in Hollywood
and Professional Development Certifications to these inaugural cohort of African creative professionals, and this will serve as Relativity
School’s premier alumni class on the continent.
“We’re thrilled to bring best-in-class filmmaking education to Africa through AFRIFF and welcome our inaugural class and scholarship
recipients. Hollywood carries the proud tradition of producing the highest quality products in the world and Relativity Education offers
programs that teach the fundamental best practices behind sustained success in creating the highest quality films. We want Africa’s films
to gain international appeal and global recognition. The rich culture of the African continent and the stories therein are ripe for the telling,” said Kalison.
Following the impressive turnout of media professionals at Relativity Education’s industry seminars at AFRIFF 2014, Stephen Ozoigbo,
Relativity’s International Advisor, also expressed a firm commitment to maintaining the current momentum with the creative ecosystem
and support the aspirations of local industries in Africa to attain global standards. He said: “A strategic approach to capacity building by
Relativity Education highlights Hollywood’s attraction to the African ecosystem and offers a unique opportunity for the stakeholders on
the continent to internationalize their craft.”
As a trailblazer for the media and entertainment ecosystem on the continent, Ude, through AFFRIF, has continued to raise the bar on
the creative economy and advanced the AFRIFF mission internationally. Now in its fifth year of operations, AFRIFF’s vision, she noted, is
to raise awareness about African cinema, its vast potential and the tremendous socio-economic impact of creative professionals on the
African continent. “From inception, we have maintained a strong commitment to establishing bridges for partnership with international
counterparts to raise standards of quality, expertise and compliance to globally attainable levels,” said Ude.
According to her, “The first four years were strategically intended to build the AFRIFF brand and gain the brand notoriety that will allow
global brands like Relativity to partner with us and create sustainable pathways for exponential growth and development across Africa’s
creative economies.” The Los Angeles trip also provided Ude with opportunities to initiate other industry partnerships with value chain
actors in Hollywood. It is expected that future editions of AFRIFF will include more international partners and deeper engagements with
afro-centric stakeholders in Hollywood.
As a precursor to AFRIFF 2015, the Relativity scholarships to 20 creative professionals from Africa this summer will serve as a catalytic
process for deepening the relationships between both ecosystems, by offering unique opportunities for selected professionals to hone
their craft through training and development, create rich networks in the global market, and pursue interesting projects and initiatives
through collaborative opportunities that will be presented at Relativity School.
STORY: COURTESY OF AFRIFF
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LISTINGS

IN FILMHOUSE CINEMAS THIS FEBRUARY

Dazzling Mirage
Synopsis: A talented, beautiful young sickle-cell sufferer overcomes social stigma, prejudice and her own
low self-esteem, to achieve career success, marriage and motherhood.
Release Date: 20 Februray 2015

Black Silhouette
Synopsis: It is almost election year and and a ghetto brought up Senator Maro Oti is about to make history as the first female Governor in Nigeria. Despite her husband’s disapproval she fixes an appointment with
internationally acclaimed Biographer Eric Mobumba and requests that he writes her memoir. Eric Mobumba
is elated at the opportunity but his excitement however starts to dwindle as Senator Maro’s tale of her past
reveals a life of sexual abuse from childhood, prostitution as a teenager and an unresolved murder.
Release Date: 20 Februray 2015

Still Standing
Synopsis: Still Standing is a chronicle about the joy and pain of a striving young American family, originally from Africa, living the America dream until a major tragedy alters the family’s course. Nne-Amaka,
just like so many other virtuous women, will be the lifeguard for the family in the middle of this stormy
sea. Can she weather the storm? Will there be a strand of hope in this family tsunami?
Release Date: 27 Februray 2015

OUT ON DVD
Dark Side, a film directed and produced by Bayo Alawiye is now out on DVD. The movie which premiered in cinemas in 2013 features Joseph Benjamin, Uru Eke, Sylvia Udeogu, Bayo Alawiye, KC Ejelonu, Yemi Solade and Nobert
Young. The movie is a story of betrayal, greed, desperation and darkness so blinding it leaves you wondering what
the world has become.

EVENTS

Nollywood Studies Centre hosts Kunle Afolayan
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“Filmmaking is a passion; I give it all. It is sad because I compromise on everything, even family. That’s why it’s sad.” Thus began
Kunle Afolayan while speaking at the last edition of the Nollywood
Studies Centre’s Filmmakers Forum. But he went on to add that
filmmaking has to be more than passion. “We have to feed,”
Afolayan stated, “and that is where the business comes in. If
money doesn’t come in after the film comes out, then the business
will close.” Thus the need for a sense of business.
Speaking on the topic of “Successful filmmaking: The art of
combining creativity and a good business sense,” Afolayan shared
with the audience the various business approaches he had taken in
the production of his films. He drew out key lessons from his
experience with each film. Beginning with his first film, Irapada, he
narrated that the idea for the film was not originally his; he was
invited to take part in the production after the original producer
found he could not continue on his own. However, disagreements
due to distrust from the other party involved led to the eventual
dissolution of the partnership, and he purchased the full rights to
the film. This experience, he said, taught him the importance of
documenting the entire process, especially the agreements.

The Figurine, Afolayan said, was the most difficult film he has ever
worked on. One of the challenges was that of raising funds. The
original budget for the film was fifty million Naira. To obtain this
sum, he sought to get product placements as well as interested
private investors. However, he ended up taking personal loans because banks and private investors were not ready at that time to give loans for films since the guarantees they required were not there.
From the production of this film, Afolayan said, he understood the importance of pre-production publicity. Holding a press conference
at the beginning of production is a means not just of creating general awareness but, more importantly, of generating interest on the
part of investors.
In the case of The Figurine, as a result of the pre-release publicity, MTN offered to sponsor the premiere of the film. The film went on to
make a gross of over 20 million Naira in the cinema. But Afolayan stressed that the gain from The Figurine was not the money; rather it
was the fact that it served to establish his production company, Golden Effects, obtaining international recognition for it. Afolayan’s third
film, Phone Swap, presented a challenge of a different sort – the challenge of having to compromise artistic integrity for money.

Phone Swap had its genesis when a telephone company approached him to make a ‘bright’ film that would appeal to those between
the ages of 25 and 35 years. However, the company eventually decided that the budget was too high and backed off. Eight months later,
Afolayan decided to go ahead with the production of the film and went shopping for sponsors. He made presentations to various
telephone companies, but none of them accepted to sponsor it. However, he was made an ambassador of Glo at about this time, and
the company agreed to put in fifteen million Naira. But when the film was finished, and just before its premiere, a disagreement arose
over one of the actors. The company insisted that the actor be removed and replaced with someone else. Afolayan refused to do this
because he saw the actor as right for the part and, besides, this would have damaged the professional opportunities of the actor. In the
face of his refusal, the company withdrew its support.
October 1, Afolayan’s latest film, also had its beginning when he was approached by a company that wanted to have a film made for
fifty million Naira. Afolayan agreed that it would be a ‘small film’. He called for scripts but did not get anything worthwhile. He reached
out to Tunde Babalola who came up with a treatment for October 1. It was clear that the film would require a budget larger than the
proposed fifty million Naira. To raise more money, he tried to use the same tactic of inviting brands that could identify with the film. The
setting of the film, however, was a challenge as few of the current brands were in existence at that time. But he had the opportunity to
make a pitch to the Lagos State governor, and he got a commitment for support after the project was assessed. Based on this, Afolayan
stressed the importance of being able to pitch one’s film or project – and to seize the opportunities to do so when they crop up.
Kunle Afolayan went on to list other key points that facilitate success in filmmaking. Due attention must be paid to production values.
This, he said, is an important aspect for promoting one’s film. Also, it is essential to define one’s audience as a means of choosing the
adequate stories and defining one’s budget. He ended by saying, “Build a team – no one is an island. There is a need to have people
that one can count on, competent hands that will get the job done.” This, he stressed, is all part of the process of balancing the creative
aspect with the business side.
The edition of the Filmmakers’ Forum was sponsored by Coca-Cola. Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Clem Ugorji, Coca-Cola’s Director
of Public Affairs, stated that the company had been involved in the Nigerian story for many decades. Coca-Cola’s desire to support the
film industry, he noted, stems from the fact that it is a channel to tell the Nigerian story. Nigeria, Mr. Ugorji said, is a strategic market
for Coca-Cola, and the company is always desirous that its host communities be both prosperous and successful. It is for this reason, he
concluded, that the company seeks to always contribute in whatever way it can towards ensuring such success.
The Filmmakers’ Forum is a monthly activity of the Nollywood Studies Centre of the School of Media and Communication, Pan-Atlantic
University.
STORY: IKE OBIAYA
PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE NOLLYWOOD STUDIES CENTRE
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Africa Movie Academy Awards (AMAA) gets new CEO, new dates
AMAA’s Director of Administration, Tony Anih explained that the ceremony was shifted to honour the memory of Michael
Anyiam-Osigwe, the elder brother of Peace Anyiam-Osigwe, founder of the awards who passed on recently.

Anih said, “Michael had been a great pillar of support for AMAA since its inception and his untimely death has thrown some immediate
challenges to us as a body. However, we are pressing on but we have to change the date from the traditional month of April to June to
allow us prepare and respond to the current realities.”
Following last year’s decision of Peace Anyiam-Osigwe to step down as the AMAA boss, expert on film law, Dayo Ogunyemi, has been
announced as the new CEO. Aside serving on the board of the African Film Academy (AFA) and working with the World Intellectual
Property Organisation (WIPO) the new AMAA CEO has spent the past two decades at the confluence of entertainment, media and
technology. He had also previously worked with Booz Allen& Hamilton’s media and technology practice, Sony Music Entertainment Inc.,
and BMG. Ogunyemi has in the last one decade focused on the finance, media and technology landscapes in Africa, garnering
experience in principal investing, consulting, financial advisory and capital raising.
He was one of the principal advisers to the Nigerian film industry on finance, distribution and intellectual property, including negotiating
key licensing and distribution agreements. Ogunyemi is an alumnus of Columbia Business School where he earned an MBA and gained
degrees from institutions including Columbia Law School, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is licensed to practice law in New
York.
On her part, Peace Anyiam-Osigwe will now preside fully over the Africa Film Academy, the parent body of AMAA. AFA focuses on the
training and overall development of young professions in the film industry. Renowned American actor, Danny Glover, chairs AFA and also
makes significant contributions to AMAA.
STORY: EBUNOLUWA MORDI

